An attempt, is made in the paper to provide a satisfactory theoretical basis for a future discussion of the experimental data on the propagation of very long radio waves (18,800 m.) given by Best, Ratcliffe & Wilkes, and Budden, Ratcliffe & Wilkes. The reflexion of very long plane waves incident obliquely on a horizontally stratified ionized medium with a vertical magnetic field is first considered in general terms, and it is shown that the medium can be divided into a transition region and a reflecting region.
I n t r o d u c t io n
During the period 1934-9 a series of observations were made at Cambridge on the nature of the downcoming wave received from the Post Office transm itter a t Rugby on a wave-length of 18,800 m. (Best, Ratcliffe & Wilkes 1936; Budden, Ratcliffe & Wilkes 1939) . These observations were supplemented by measurements made with a mobile field strength measuring set a t a large number of points a t distances between 70 and 380 km. from the transmitter. The experiments a t Cambridge corresponded to an angle of incidence of the reflected wave on the ionosphere of about 30°, and those with the mobile apparatus to angles between about 25° and 70°.
The theoretical interpretation of these experimental results presents some difficulty, arising from the fact th a t with very long waves it is not possible to make the assumption which is admissible in the case of short waves, th a t the parameters of the ionosphere change by only a small fraction of themselves in a distance equal to the wave-length (Booker 1936 (Booker , 1938 Forsterling & Lassen 1933) . In other words, the problem may not be treated by the methods of geometrical optics, and any theoretical discussion must proceed from a consideration of the differential equations of the magneto-ionic theory.
Only in the case of vertical incidence (with the further assumption th a t the earth's magnetic field is vertical) is it found th at these equations can be handled at all easily, and this case has been discussed in detail by the present author (Wilkes 1940) . There are then two components which are propagated independently in the iono sphere. The experiments indicated, as far as they went, th at the character of the reflected wave did not depend markedly on the angle of incidence, and it was there fore thought th a t some understanding of the mechanism of reflexion might be obtained by applying vertical incidence theory to the case of waves received at [ 130 ] Cambridge, after reflexion a t an angle of incidence of about 30°. While this method undoubtedly leads to a general explanation of the observed phenomena, it cannot be regarded as logically satisfactory until it is shown th a t there is no large change in the nature of the reflected wave as the angle of incidence is reduced from a few degrees to zero; there is the possibility th a t the radical simplification of the equations which takes place when incidence becomes normal may be accompanied by a radical change in the mechanism of reflexion. Further, the vertical incidence theory can of necessity throw no light on the variation of the phase of the reflected wave with angle of incidence. This information is needed in order to enable the true height of reflexion to be deduced from the data given in figure 1 of Budden (1939) ; a t present only an effective height can be obtained.
An attem pt will be made in this paper to give a more satisfactory basis for the theoretical interpretation of measurements made at short and medium distances from a very long wave transm itter, by discussing the problem of reflexion at oblique incidence. The method of approach will be th at of direct solution of the field equations subject to the condition th a t the wave-length is very long. The assumption th at the earth's magnetic field is vertical will be retained. I t will be found th a t the solution obtained consists of the solution for the case of vertical incidence, together with certain correcting terms, which tend to zero as the angle of incidence is reduced. The use of the vertical incidence results as an approxi mation to the solution in the case of oblique incidence is in this way justified.
In § 2 the equations of the magneto-ionic theory will be written down, and in § 3 it will be shown th at the ionosphere may be divided into a 'transition' region and a 'reflecting' region, of which the latter is the more important from the present point of view. In § 4 (a) the solution of the equations of propagation in the reflecting region, assuming a linear variation of ionization with height, will be shown to depend on the solution of a certain second-order ordinary differential equation, and in §4(6) a solution of this equation in terms of a series of functions will be obtained. Asymptotic forms will be given in §4(c).
Where it is necessary to consider numerical values, those appropriate to the experiments described by Best et al. (1936) and Budden et al. (1939) will be taken. Detailed discussion of the application of the analysis to the interpretation of these experiments will, however, be reserved for another paper. A brief indication of the lines this discussion will follow will be given in § 5. 2
. T h e f ie l d e q u a t io n s
The following notation will be used: curl E = -/i0 , curl H 9E 3P e°~dt + dt' These lead to curl curl E = /q,e0p 2E + p 2/<0P
= F E +^o P , (2*1)
where a factor eipl has been taken. The polarization P is thought of as arising from the displacement of the electrons in the medium under the action of the applied electromagnetic field of the wave from the orbits they would otherwise describe. As is usual in developing the magneto-ionic theory, it is assumed th at this treatm ent is applicable to a medium containing free electrons. The extra polarization term of the Lorentz theory will not be included. If the magnetic field of the wave is neglected it follows th at E + ^-c HeA m m dP dt
Since this analysis will ultimately be applied to the case of a plane wave incident a t an angle 0o n a stratified medium, it is convenient to assume th at all the dependent variables are proportional to eik ainox and are independent of y x difection will then be the same as th at in the plane wave in free space, and Snell's law will be automatically satisfied.! If the components of the vectors E and P divided by this factor are denoted by Ex, Ez, and Px, Ps, it follows, on expanding (2*1), th at Oblique reflexion of very long wireless waves from the ionosphere 133
Expanding (2*2), and solving for Px, Py, Pz, taking the magnetic field vertical, we have
Finally, substituting these values in (2*3) and rearranging, we have
3. T h e t r a n s it io n a n d r e fl e c t in g r e g io n s
It is important to have an appreciation of the numerical values assumed by the quantities X and Y in the practical cases presented here. Y may be expressed as the ratio of the gyromagnetic frequency of electrons in the field of the earth to the frequency of the waves, and consequently becomes large for low frequencies. For waves of frequency 16 kyc./sec. and latitude 52° the numerical value of Y is about 80, f An ordinary transmitting aerial may be supposed to radiate plane waves in all directions, and in order to discuss the characteristics of the wave received at a fixed point after reflexion by the stratified medium, the value of 6 corresponding to the predominant group must be determined by the principle of stationary phase (Hartree 1931; Havelock 1914). if the magnetic field concerned is taken to be the vertical component of the earth's magnetic field. The expressions 1 ± in (2-4) may therefore, without sensible error, be replaced by ± Y.
X is proportional to the ionization density, N, and if there is no imposed magnetic field, and no collisional absorption, it is well known th a t the refractive index q is givenby "« = 1 -X .
The reflecting level for short waves is therefore-in the case of vertical incidencegiven by X = 1. If a magnetic field is introduced, it is found th a t the level = is still of importance, but th a t there is now another level a t which reflexion may take place, namely, where X = 1+ assumed th at the frequency is less than the gyromagnetic frequency.) I t might be expected th at these two levels would retain their importance in the case of very long waves, even though the application of wave theory, rather than geometrical optics, is required for the solution of the problem. If, however, one puts numerical values corresponding to a frequency of 16kyc./sec. in the equation defining X, one finds, approximately, X = | N . The level X -1 thus corres of only 3 electrons per c.c., and there is no doubt th at such a density will be reached at very low levels in the atmosphere where the electrons are so heavily damped by collisions th a t they are without effect on the passage of the waves. The level 1 (or X = cos2 #, in the case of oblique incidence at an angle #) thus loses its significance in the case of very long waves, and attention is to be concentrated on the higher level where X = 1 + Y (= 80 approximately). The maximum daytime ionization in the E region is of the order of several times 105, so th at the maximum value of X is of the order of 105. Viewed from the point of view of reflecting very long waves, the ionosphere is thus highly over-dense.
The changes which are observed to occur in the constitution of the ionosphere as the height of the level under consideration is increased will now be examined with special reference to the magnitude of the second term in equation (2-4), which may be written > dz m
The frequency of electronic collisions decreases with increasing height in propor tion to the decrease of air pressure. In a region where the scale height of the atm o sphere may be regarded as constant, Z will therefore decrease exponentially with height according to the equation Z = Z0e where Z0 is a constant.
The electron density, on the other hand, is an increasing function of height in the region where very long waves are reflected. If it is assumed th a t reflexion takes place at the bottom of a region of the type described by Chapman (1931a Chapman ( , b, 1939 , the variation of X with height may be expressed by the equation
X = X0exp[i(l
where the height z is measured from a certain reference level, and where function of the zenith angle x of the sun which approximates to sec x for small values of X- Figure 1 has been drawn to illustrate the variation of and with height. The value of A 0 taken is 105, and the scale height 6 km., the value deduced from the experiments described in Budden et al. (1939) . As the zenith angle of the sun changes, the curve for X moves up and down the height axis by an amount approximately equal to the change in log/(y) multiplied by the scale height. The curve for Z has been drawn with an arbitrary value of Z0; any alteration in the value of this constant will have the effect of moving the curve bodily up or down the height axis.
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At very low levels, l is real and equal to tan2 6, and dl/dz is zero. As the height increases l becomes complex, and its modulus may increase in value, depending on the value of Z0. At high levels, Z decreases to a small value, and X becomes large; both l and dljdz become small compared with unity and k respectively, and the second term on the left-hand side of equation (2-4) may therefore be neglected. The region in which this approximation may be made, and in which at the same time Z is negligibly small compared with Y, will be referred to as the reflecting region, and the region immediately below it as the transition region. The latter extends down to levels where propagation is no longer influenced by the presence of ionization. The use of these terms is justified below, where it is shown that on the wave-lengths concerned no reflexion of energy takes place below the top of the transition region.
The height at which the second term in equation (2-4) first becomes negligible may easily be found for the case of a Chapman region. From equation (3-1), if is put equal to zero, and X assumed to be large, it follows th a t dl s in2
Taking for purposes of illustration the case referred to above in which the wave length is 18*8 km., we have the following numerical values; X 0 is taken equal to 105, H equal to 6 km. and y = 0: I t will be seen that in this case l and ---are sufficiently small compared with rC az unity to be neglected at all levels above th a t for which X is greater than about 10 or 20 depending on the value of 0.
Certain conclusions may be drawn about conditions in the transition region. If Z were sufficiently small, l would become very large a t the level where X = cos2 6, and reflexion of a large part of the incident energy might be expected to occur. As pointed out above, however, consideration of the numerical values involved allows this possibility to be ruled out absolutely, for it is found th a t the ionization density required would be only one or two electrons per c.c., and there can be no doubt th a t such a degree of ionization is reached at levels far below th a t a t which Z can be neglected.
A sharp decrease of Z occurs in the transition region, and if X were at all large this would lead to a sudden change in propagation conditions, and consequent reflexion of a considerable part of the energy. I t is, however, easy to see th a t this is not the state of affairs in the ionosphere at any rate as far as waves of length 18-8 km. are concerned, since if the values of Z and X were suitably adjusted to give the observed reflected wave at midday, say, this condition would no longer hold wrhen the curve of X moved upwards with increase in the zenith angle of the sun; in other words, the changes in reflexion height would be accompanied by large changes in polariza tion and amplitude of the reflected wave, which is the contrary of what is observed (Best et al. 1936; Budden et al. 1939) . One must therefo away sensibly to zero while X is still quite small. This point is dealt with more fully by Wilkes (1940) .
I t is not necessarily true th a t the curve for X follows the shape of a Chapman region down to the lowest levels of the transition region; there may well be depar tures from it, due, perhaps, to the overlapping of other regions formed by the ioniza tion of different constituents of the atmosphere under the influence of different parts of the sun's spectrum. The fact th a t in summer some absorption is observed which remains constant while large changes are taking place in the reflexion height, would point to the existence, a t some level where is not negligible, of a stratum of ionization not depending much on the zenith angle of the sun until near sunset.
W ith this exception (which only affects the amplitude of the wave, and not its polarization) it will be seen th a t the evidence is th a t the lower part of the transition region, i.e. the part in which Z is not negligible, has no appreciable effect on the waves passing through it. The possibility remains, however, th a t the upper part of the region, where Z is negligible, may produce some change in the polarization, the amount of which will depend on the thickness to be traversed, and on the rate of change of electron density.
The reflecting region is simpler to study than the transition region not only because the second term in equation (2-4) is negligible, but also because only the variation of X with height has to be taken into account, the value of Z being e tively zero. A study of the transition region, on the other hand, involves detailed assumptions about the relative magnitudes of Z and X. Since it is possible, although by no means certain, th a t the transition region has an inappreciable effect on the waves passing through it, the most profitable way of proceeding appears to be to defer its study until the reflecting region has been studied in detail. It may then be possible, by making use of the experimental data referred to earlier, either to confirm the assumption th a t the action of the transition region is negligible, or alternatively to estimate its effect and thereby obtain information about the degree of ionization and the collisional frequency in it.
The remainder of this paper will be devoted to the study of the reflecting region with the assumption th at ionization varies linearly with height. The analysis is somewhat involved, and the present paper goes no further than to obtain the formal solution of equation (2*4). This solution will involve four arbitrary constants. In order to obtain the phase and amplitude of the reflected wave it is necessary to choose these constants so th at the solution is finite at high level and satisfies certain conditions at the lower boundary of the ionosphere, where the solution must join continuously on to one representing an upgoing incident wave and a downgoing reflected wave in free space. I t is hoped to deal with these aspects of the problem in a later paper.
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In this region where l is, by definition, negligible, it is convenient to put
When l is neglected, and Z put equal to zero, equations (2*4) become
where the further approximation has been made of replacing 1 ± by ± Before the equations can be solved, it is necessary to assume some law of variation of X with height. In this paper the simplest possible law will be taken, namely,
where
Ki s a constant. For many purposes this may be taken as a sufficiently close representation of the ionosphere, but if necessary an approximation to the solution in the general case may be obtained by dividing the region into a series of subregions, in each of which the variation can be represented with sufficient precision by a straight line.
Substituting the value of X given by equation (4-5) into equations (4-3) and (4-4), and writing When /? = 0, these equations become independent of each other, and it is easily shown, by the method of Laplace transforms, th at the following contour integrals are solutions, provided the contour is suitably specified:
These lead to the well-known solutions in terms of the Airy integral and its associated function (Miller 1946; Jeffreys & Jeffreys 1946) . A similar approach is possible when /? is not equal to zero, but it is found th at the general solution cannot then be obtained in terms of a single contour integral, and th at the sum of several such integrals must be taken.
Consider the integrals m =js(t)e-S'dt, (4-11)
Jr(0=jT (()e-5'ci«,
where the contour of integration will be defined later. The normal procedure in applying a Laplace transformation to obtain a solution of a pair of differential equations, would now be to specify the contour so th at J (£)] an(i J (01 are both zero.f This is not possible in the present case, but it will be seen later th at if we define a finite series of functions Ix (£), / 2 (£), etc., by the relations
Denote by RL[I(£), ,/(£)], Rm[I(£),«/(£)] the remainders when /(£), J(£) are substituted for L(£), M(£)
where S f l t )a nd Tflt) satisfy (4-14) and (4-16), the integrals being taken along different contours, 7^, then it is possible to choose constants av a2, etc., so that 0, (4-17)
(4-18)
The functions L(£) = 27cq7^(£), J7(£) = ZcijJ^Q then constitute a solution of (4-9) and (4T0). It will be convenient at this stage to make a change of notation. Equation (4-23) will be solved in a later section; for the time being it will be sufficient to say th a t it has an essential singularity a t infinity, but th a t if attention is confined to one of the shaded sectors (numbered 1, 2, 3) in figure 2, it is possible to obtain a solution which is regular at all finite points of the sector, and which tends to a constant value at infinity. There are three solutions of this kind, ux(t), u2(t), u3(t) , corresponding to the three sectors. I t is not possible to obtain a solution which is regular and tends to zero at infinity in two specified sectors at the same time and such th a t u and dujdt are continuous at the origin. I t is for this reason th a t L(£) and M(C) cannot be expressed in terms of a single integral along a contour starting at infinity in one sector and ending at infinity in another, as is possible in the case of Airy's integral.
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Now define the following functions (cf. equations (4-21) and (4*22)):
where n has the value of 1, 2 or 3. The contour of integration is any line, which, lying wholly in the sector n, starts a t the origin, and ends a t infinity. If use is made of equations (4- I t will be noted th a t these remainders are independent of £. By restricting attention to three sectors only of the complex plane, and by imposing the condition th at un(t) tends to a constant value at infinity, some loss of generality is incurred. This may be restored in the following manner. Note th at equations (4*9) and (4*10) are interchanged if L and M are interchanged and -£ is written for £. Define 4(0 = 4(-0> 
where an, a'n are independent of £. A solution of equations (4-9) and (4-10) follows provided
Moreover, since any four of the six quantities an, an may be specified arbitrarily, it follows that the expressions (4*32) and (4-33) constitute the general solution of (4-9) and (4-10).
A formal solution of the problem in terms of a solution of the second order differen tial equation (4-23) for u(t) has thus been obtained. The next section will be devoted to the study of this equation.
(6) Solution of the equation for u(t)
In all cases to which this analysis is applied /?2 is a small quantity. I t is therefore natural to seek a solution of equation (4-23) in powers of /i2. Accordingly, take the trial solution UH{t) = l+ P% ,l(t)+fl% t2(t)+... /P fn,r (4*36)
w h e re /' > x{t),f'n 2(t),etc., all tend to zero as | | tends to infinity in the sector n, so th a t un(t) tends to a constant value. Substituting and equating coefficients of powers of p ,w e have f : j t ) + 2(« + t*)fU t)+ 1 = 0, / ; , aW + 2(a + <3) / ; !«)+/",iW = 0, (4-38) where the dashes denote differentiation with respect to the argument. These are all linear differential equations of the first order, and may be solved by means of an integrating factor. Hence where the integrals are taken along contours in the s plane starting a t the points tv tr and ending a t the point t. As mentioned above it will be sufficient to confine attention to the domains of the t plane which are shaded in figure 2; it will be shown th at if the point tr is suitably chosen, f n<r(t) exists and tends to zero as \t \ tends to infinity.
r-i(s)ex^[2{lss + as)]ds,

fn .-S t)-e -v fe '-'is
using the well-known asymptotic expansion for the incomplete Gamma function. Take tx to be the point at infinity in the direction indicated by the arrow in the particular shaded sector under discussion, i.e. tx = enoo, where
and hence (4-42)
I t follows th a t as | t |te n d s to infinity in the shaded sector under co
fn,l(t)~A l + ¥ -\
where A x is a constant, depending on the choice of the lower limit of integration. I t is convenient to take this to be the point = 0, so th a t /n,i(0 = ~ f e x p [ -2 ( i r 3 + ar)]dr f exp [2(|s3 + as)]ds.
(4-43) JO J e"oo
There is no loss of generality in taking t = 0 for the it may be shown th a t the effect of taking any other value would be merely to multiply the value of un(t) given by (4-36) by a constant.
Return now to (4-41), take tr = enoo, and integrate f'n>r(t) along a contour starting a t the origin.
I t may be shown by induction t h a t / n r(t)exists and tends j 11 tends to infinity.
In evaluating the integrals in equations (4-24), (4-25) values of f n r(t) will only be required for points lying on straight lines radiating from the origin at angles n and f nt o the real axis, i.e. in the direction of the arrows in figure 2, and it is therefore convenient to write r = peneid, s -creneid, t = renei0, (4*45)
where \ 6 \< \n and p, cr, r are real and positive. Ultimately the val which 6 = 0 will be required. I t will now be proved th a t the series (4*36) is uniformly convergent with respect to tin a domain of the complex plane containing the line 6 -0, provided th at /?2 is less than a certain quantity. That K(a, 6) exists may be proved by an argument similar to th a t used to prove the existence of f n X(t (4-23).
Thus by taking n in equation (4*44) equal to 1, 2, 3 in turn and substituting for fn ,r ( 0 in (4*36), expressions are obtained for the quantities denoted in §4(a) by %(0> U2(t), uz{t).
These may now be substituted in equations (4-24), (4-25) to give In(^),Jn(^) from which solutions of the differential equations (4-9) and (4-10), governing propagation in the reflecting region, may be constructed in the manner explained at the end of § 4(a).
(c) Asymptotic forms
The following asymptotic formulae valid when £ is large may now be established: In these formulae, un(co) denotes the limiting value of un(t) as | j tends to infinity, and Cn is a constant defined by when ] tj is large. The formula for M O may be proved as follows. Write
then, by repeated integration by parts, fe, 00
Since the term in 1 /£r tends to zero as £ tends to infinity, this is an asymptotic series for J x(£). Expressed in terms of %(£), the first two terms reduce to form (4-46). A similar argument may be used to establish the validity of the expansions (4-47), (4-50), (4-51), (4*54) and (4-55). The remaining expressions may be obtained by the method of steepest descents. Consider, for example,
The exponential function has saddle points at = + (£-a)* of which one-corre sponding to the lower sign-lies in the sector 2; if the contour of integration is taken to pass through this point along a line of steepest slope, the expression given in (4-48) is easily obtained. The same method may be applied to obtain (4-49).
There is a slight complication in applying the method of steepest descents to the other functions, for example, J[{Q = / x( -0 because the saddle points of the exponential function occur at the points t -± (£4-a)H', which lie on the boundaries of the sectors within which u{t) is finite for large t. It may, however, be shown that when £ is large, the important contribution to each integral comes from those portions of the contours which are remote from the origin, and that the leading terms in the asymptotic expansions may be obtained by putting in the limiting forms for un (t) and u'n(t), i.e. un( oo) and by the method of steepest descents in the usual manner.
A study of the asymptotic forms given in this section shows that, as already stated in §4 (a), the six pairs of functions are linearly independent.
A p p l ic a t io n to t h e io n o s p h e r e
A solution of (4-9) and (4-10) representing the most general wave which can be propagated in the reflecting region has now been obtained. The next step in applying the analysis to the ionosphere is to impose on this solution two conditions, (a) th a t it should be finite at infinity, and ( b) , th a t it should be boundary of the reflecting region, with expressions representing the waves (upgoing and downgoing) propagated in the region immediately below. I f the effect of the transition region is neglected, the latter is equivalent to free space, and the analysis follows the lines of th at in Wilkes (1940, p. 149) , but generalized to allow for oblique incidence.
In order to carry out the procedure outlined above, it is necessary to evaluate the functions In{Q, Jn{Q and their derivatives a t the lower boundary of the reflecting region, where £ is zero or has some given small value. If ft is sufficiently small for its second and higher powrer to be neglected, only two terms of the series for un(t) are needed, and it is found th at In(Q, Jn(Q may be expressed by means of power series in a form suitable for computation. This approximation is sufficiently accurate for the discussion of the experimental results on the propagation of 16kyc./sec. waves referred to in the Introduction, since it will be found on substitution in (4-8) th a t even when 6 is as great as 60°, ft is only 0-13, while for smaller values of 6 it is even smaller. On higher frequencies the approximation obtained by neglecting 2 will correspond to reflexion at small angles of incidence.
The calculations will not be carried through in detail in the present paper, but it is found that the four linearly independent expressions for L (Q and M(Q obtained from (4-32) and (4-33) by assigning values to the six constants an,a'n, subject to the two conditions (4-34) and (4-35), are equivalent to the solution for ft -0 plus a correcting term of order ft. I t follows that the error in calculating the wave reflected from the medium on the basis of a solution for vertical incidence is of the order ft. One is therefore justified in using the results of the analysis of Wilkes (1940) to give a first approximation in the case of oblique reflexion at small angles of incidence. I I would like to express my thanks to Dr F. Smithies for several helpful discussions and to Mr J. A. Ratcliffe for advice as to the final form the paper should take. I am also indebted to Professor D. R. Hartree, F.R.S., Dr H. G. Booker and Mr G. Milling ton for reading the manuscript and commenting on it, and to Dr and Mrs Jeffreys for kindly allowing me to see in proof certain sections of their forthcoming book.
